Learn 5 ways Citrix ADC makes
application delivery faster and
better on Google Cloud Platform
With operational consistency, security, and visibility, Citrix ADC is
the solution you need for your applications on Google Cloud Platform.

When you use the Google Cloud marketplace to add Citrix ADC to your
Google Cloud-powered applications, in an instant you can do the following…
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Gain operational consistency across hybrid cloud
deployments for speed, agility, and simplicity
Holistic operation and automation
across physical and virtual with a
single code base

Single pane of glass for visibility
and management across your
Citrix ADC fleet

Reallocate ADC capacity across
your hybrid environment with
pooled-capacity licensing

“A single pane of glass for holistic ADC management
across hybrid cloud environments enables our DevOps
team to focus on applications, not infrastructure.”
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Comprehensive and layered security for your
applications and APIs

Protect your traditional
and microservicesbased applications with
consistent security posture
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Simon Gottschlag
Senior Consultant and
DevOps Team Leader
Xenit AB

Integrated security with
web application firewall,
Bot management, API
protection, DDoS, and
SSL termination

Enforce compliance and
governance for application
and API security across
hybrid cloud

Superior user experience with application
delivery across hybrid cloud
Optimize performance with advanced traffic
management and content optimization

Ensure high availability with Global
Server Load Balancing (GSLB)

Auto-scale your ADCs to provide
continuous access
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Deliver your microservices-based apps
with confidence

Better performance
and scale using Citrix
container-based ADC
to achieve smaller
memory footprint and
lower latency
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Tool and platform
flexibility with out-ofthe-box integration with
the broadest portfolio of
Kubernetes platforms
and open-source tools

Holistic observability
stack with comprehensive
logging, metrics, tracking,
and service graphs

Gain actionable insights for better visibility
and faster troubleshooting
Comprehensive analytics for
ADC infrastructure, apps and
microservices, security, web
transactions, and more
Intuitive service graphs to map
your microservices, traffic,
health and anomalies

Empower the right people
with the right insights with
role-based dashboards

Make application delivery faster and
better with Citrix ADC starting today
Ready to see dramatic improvement in the performance of your web,
traditional, and cloud native applications?
It’s all here in Google marketplace, just a click away.
Go to Google Marketplace with Citrix now
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